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Paragraph 41.1
It is not common knowledge that manufacturers of magnetic tape issue extensive
specifications of their products. We therefore provide as example the data provided by
AGFA, other manufacturers provide similar stuff. The table on the left categorizes various
characteristics, while the curves in the figure on the right show how electrical characteristics
relate to the strength of the recording head bias.
We see the following curves and their function from top to bottom:
Av5 is the tape output for 5% distortion, below that the one for 3% distortion (Av3). Distortion
is measured as the percentage of third harmonic, because this is practically the only culprit
when it comes to tape saturation.We see that the overload reserve is hardly 1dB over zero
level, which is indicated here as 250nWb/m. The NAB level of 160nWb/m is just over 4dB
below that, and it looks like this gives a better result, but at the bottom of the curves we see
that S/N ratio stays the same, of course.
The third curve (A10max) is the maximum amount we can get on tape at 10kHz, because the
tape will start erasing itself there. The more current1 we add at this frequency, the less gets on
tape.
Below that the dB-scale starts over again, and the first curve we see is marked on the left with
a small circle. This shows tape magnetization at 6300Hz, as a function of the amount of bias
that we add to the recording at the head. Agfa tells us with this that we can use this behavior
to adjust bias: we increase bias so much till the signal of 6300Hz reaches it maximum level on
tape, and then turn the bias further up until the signal strength has become 4.5dB lower. At
that point we are at the vertical 0 line, which represents the recommended amount of bias.
This method has the advantage that we do not have to measure the bias current itself, we can
rely on the measuring instrument connected to the output of the recorder.
We now also see that this setting is the maximum for 333Hz, but this maximum is too vague
to use for calibration2. The drop-off at 10kHz that now follows, must be compensated during
recording by an appropriate lift.
Next are some distortion curves, to which the dB scale on the left applies. K3250 is, of course,
the third harmonic at the DIN zero level, below that distortion relative to NAB. In both cases
the distortion is minimal at the chosen working point of bias.
Finally four straight lines provide the noise floor of the tape, for two cases: half track and
quarter track.
The distance between the K3 curves for DIN and NAB makes it clear that a recording in
Europe is viewed with different eyes and meters than in the US. The VU meter does not
respond to peaks, which is okay of overloading does not have serious consequences. The
European practice makes use of a more royal piece of overload capacity, which is possible
when peak reading meters are used.
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What is meant here, is the signal current, not the bias current
It is not clear if this maximum refers to Av5/Av3 or E333

